Japanese & South Korean Steel Sectors Among ‘Worst Performing’
on Climate Policy
Japanese and South Korean steel sector companies rank among the most negative on climate policy
engagement when compared with their global competitors, according to new analysis by climate think
tank InfluenceMap.
The analysis shows Japan's Nippon Steel and JFE Steel are the worst performing, scoring D- and E+ on
InfluenceMap's A-to-F system of measuring climate policy engagement against the goals of the Paris
Agreement.
Korea's POSCO and Hyundai Steel perform slightly better, but are both still within the D performance
band. These scores indicate obstructive engagement on climate policy.
This opposition to Paris-aligned climate policy contrasts with many of the steel sector’s customers (in real
estate, construction, machinery) which have stronger climate goals and are more likely to support
government action on climate change. (See quadrant graphic below)
Furthermore, given the move towards greater reporting requirements for Scope 3 emissions - including
from the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) - there will be greater pressure on the steel sector's
customer base to decarbonize and support climate policy.
The analysis focuses on eight steel companies within the Climate Action 100+ (CA100+) investor initiative,
with the addition of Hyundai Steel and JFE Steel.
It also assesses Japan's and South Korea's main industry groups for the steel sector.
The analysis shows the Japan Iron and Steel Federation (JISF) and the Korea Iron and Steel Association
(KOSA) both score an E+ on InflueneMap's system, ranking as the two most negative industry associations
compared with other global steel industry associations in Europe and the United States.
In Japan, Nippon Steel, JFE Steel and the JISF take negative positions on virtually all strands of climaterelevant policies, with the exception of government investment and R&D of new technologies to
decarbonize the steel sector.
The two companies and JISF have questioned Japan's 2050 net zero target and the 2030 GHG emissions
target, and are actively opposed to domestic carbon pricing policies including carbon tax and emissions
trading. Nippons Steel and JISF often cite concerns over costs and reliability of renewables in order to
advocate for nuclear and fossil fuels to remain in the energy mix.
InfluenceMap's Country Manager for Japan, Monica Nagashima, said: "The Japanese steel sector is a
global laggard when it comes to climate policy engagement. Its active and negative approach to the energy
transition risks undermining Japan's ability to reach its net zero by 2050 target. Furthermore, its climate

policy engagement has the potential to put Japan at a competitive disadvantage at a time when other
countries are more actively pursuing decarbonization policies."
The two South Korean steel companies’ direct and indirect engagement is at odds with their support for
2050 net zero targets.
Despite POSCO and Hyundai Steel both making positive statements on the urgent need for climate action,
both demonstrate negative engagement with key climate policies such as the Korean Emissions Trading
Scheme (K-ETS) and the European Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM).
KOSA takes an even more negative approach than both companies, and has actively opposed South Korea's
more ambitious 2030 GHG emissions reduction target. This raises concerns that POSCO and Hyundai Steel
could be channeling their most obstructive policy positions through KOSA. Of particular note is POSCO
Chairman Choi Jeong-woo's role as Chairman of KOSA.
InfluenceMap's Country Manager for Korea, Yuna Chang, said: "The South Korean steel sector regularly
points out that it is trade-exposed and sensitive to international competition. It uses this as a reason to
oppose ambitious climate regulation. However, this analysis shows that the sector is falling behind the
climate policy ambition of some of its most important customers globally.
"South Korean and Japanese steel companies have set ambitious climate targets, yet they are opposing the
policies required to help them get there. If they are serious about retaining their competitive edge, they will
need to rethink this approach or risk being left behind in the global steel sector transition."
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Click here for the full analysis.
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